
HINTS AND TIPS FOR EXHIBITORS
HOME PRODUCE – HINTS ON PRESENTATION

COOKERY
The judge looks firstly at the overall appearance, so a clean plate, maybe a doily, 
and some cling film to prevent the exhibit drying out. Texture is very important, 
they will be looking for a good even all through the cake, and they will look to 
see that the ingredients are well mixed. Taste is also very important so do follow 
any given recipe carefully. One point to beware: if you enter a number of cookery 
classes use different plates as the Judge will know which your entries are if you 
use one sort of plate.

JAMS, JELLIES AND MARMALADE
Jars should be of clear glass and clean, without brand names or markings. A 
wipe over with a little white spirit will give a good polish. Lids should be new, 
preferably pliable plastic or twist-tops, in which case no wax disc is necessary as 
with cellophane covers. Jars should be filled to the top.

Fruit curd requires a “breathing” top (that is a wax circle and cellophane top) and 
should not be more than two weeks old.

CHUTNEY
Chutney should have been made at least two months before exhibiting. Jars 
should be filled to within ½ inch from the top. Lids should be twist-top with 
plastic lining.

LABELS
Labels should be neat and straight, stating clearly types of preserve etc, and full 
date when made. They should be stuck on the lower half of the jar.

 



HANDY HINTS for EXHIBITORS – GENERAL

Before cutting flowers or selecting vegetables and fruit for the exhibition, study 
the Show Schedule very carefully to ensure that your exhibit will conform to the 
requirements of the Class which you intend to enter.

Allow ample time for staging your exhibits, if you are rushed mistakes can occur 
and an exhibit may be disqualified for being ‘Not According to Schedule’.

Pay particular attention to the number of specimens required. Take spares with 
you in case of accidents, and always do a final check before leaving. When staging 
flowers, remove any damaged flowers and leaves and re-cut the stem. Make sure 
the container is full of water. 

Where sizes are stipulated, make sure you comply. Judges do check.

In any exhibit, particularly with vegetables and with fruit, uniformity of specimens 
is important. In addition, vegetable exhibits have some essential rules:
– Make sure the exhibits are clean – dirt will cost you points, but clean gently!!
– Pot plants: check pot is clean; no slugs underneath; no dead leaves on soil; 

leaves dust free, insect free and undamaged
– Uniformity matters more than size
– Age of the exhibit and freshness will be tested, so pick as late as possible
– If the schedule requires exhibits to be tied (e.g. onions tops) then use raffia
– Many exhibits stipulate leaving a specified length of foliage

Exhibits should be staged in accordance with the Schedule. An attractively staged 
exhibit tends to catch the judge’s eye and may be placed ahead of one of equal 
value which is not so attractively presented.

Remember, ‘Showing should be FUN’.

 



PREPARATION and PRESENTATION

FLOWERS
To obtain the best specimens, water generously 2-3 weeks before the show, 
particularly in hot dry conditions.

Where single (specimen) blooms are required remove any unwanted side shoots 
or buds to aid the development of the main flowers. Check for unwanted buds 
when staging your exhibit. All buds are considered to be blooms.

Cut for the show the previous evening or early morning when the flowers are 
cool and not affected by heat. Cut flower stems as long as possible with a sloping 
cut to assist uptake of water and, if possible, place in cool water ‘up to their necks’ 
overnight and away from bright light.

Pot plants: turn frequently to avoid lopsided growth and water as necessary to 
make sure the plants are fresh for the show.

VEGETABLES
Give vegetables a good watering before harvesting for showing. This is particularly 
helpful with root crops and should aid successful ‘lifting.

FRUIT

Assessing the merits of fruits. 
The principle features to consider are size, colour and uniformity.

Condition of fruit
Unless otherwise stated in the schedule all fruit should be ripe. Over-ripeness is a defect.

Exhibits should be of average or slightly above average size; enormous specimens 
may be considered a defect. However, the slightly larger exhibit should be 
preferred if all other criteria are equal.

Always retain the natural bloom whenever possible. Polishing, which removes the 
natural bloom is considered a defect and should be avoided.


